
sists of six miles of double track, is completely in the 
opel,l. During the past few months the work of electri
fying this portion has been steadily pushed forward, 
and the Brush Electrical Engineering Company have 
just delivered the two "sample" trains referred to. The 
system which has been adopted may be described as 
the "third-rail multiple unit." 

As a matter of fact, two new conductor rails, one 
the positive and the other the negative conductor, 
have been laid; there are therefore four rails in all. 
This system differs from that found on the Central 
London Railway, where only one conductor rail is laid, 
and also from the British Thomson-Houston system 
to be adopted on the North-Eastern Railway, where 
the third-rail will be used on the positive side of the 
circuit. All the existing track rails will be bonded for 
the entire current. 

It is quite true that on the Ealing-South Harrow line 
the track rails are bonded also, but this is done for 
the purpose of carrying the small currents necessary 
for working the electric signaling system to be em
ployed. The conductor rails weigh 100 pounds per 
yard and are very soft and of high conducting power, 
their electrical resistance being only from six and one
half to seven times that of pure copper, whereas the 
resistance of the ordinary steel rail is about twelve 
times that of copper. 

These conductors have been supplied by the Rhein
ische Works, Germany, and another German firm has 
since obtained the contract for 3,000 tons more o-f 

these conductor rails. 
The two sample trains are very similar to those em

ployed on the Boston Elevated Rai'lway. Each train 
will be made up of seven cars, of which three will be 
"motor cars" and four "trailers." One of the motor
cars will be at the front, another at the rear, and the 
third at the center. The total length of the train will 
be 352 feet, and the seating capacity, 330; each motor
car will seat 38, and each trailer 52 persons. Each car 
is 12 feet 4 inches high, 8 feet 4 inches wide, and 50 
feet long. The two end motor-coaches have a luggage 
compartment as well as longitudinal seats; the other 
coaches have part longitudinal and part transverse 
seating>, except the middle motor-car, which has only 
longitudinal seats. Each train, therefore, contains 
three different types of cars. The Brush Company are 
also supplying the bogie trucks, which are of two types, 
motor-trucks and trailer trucks; they are made en
tirely of cast steel. Each motor-car will be fitted with 
two motors mounted on one of the four-wheel trucks, 
the truck at the other end of the car being free; the 
motors are each of 175 horse power and will be geared 
by single-reduction gear to the two axles of the truck. 
This will give 350 horse power per motor car, or 1,050 
horse power per train. The driving wheels of the 
motor cars are 36 inches in diameter, while the carry
ing wheels, as well as those of the trailers, are 30 
inches in diameter. One train is to be fitted with elec
trical apparatus manufactured by the British Thomson
Houston Company, and the other with apparatus made 
by the British Westinghouse Electric and Manufac
turing Company. Each firm will apply its own par
ticular system of train control. 

The framework of the cars is of the best English 
oak and ash. The paneling is of whitewood run in two 
courses, the inside being horizontal and outside ver
tical. The exterior woodwork will be entirely in 
wainscot oak, with natural wood finish. The seats 
will be of rattan on spring frames. There will be no 
upholstering in the interiors of the cars; all the wood 
has been treated to render it uninflammable, so that 
there is but little danger of cars catching fire. 

A motorman's cab is provided at each end of the 
train, and at either end of the center motor-car is a 
similar cab, which is capable of being folded up when 
not in use. It is practically settled that there will be 
no distinction of class on the Electrified Underground, 
and a uniform fare o{ probably 2 % d. will be instituted 
for any distance. The rumor that as a concession to 
British custom some cars wi'll be labeled "reserved," 
and that for these an extra fare will be charged, is gen
erally believed to be incorrect. 

The motors will be capable of very high powers of 
acceleration. A speed of twenty miles an hour will be 
attained in less than half a minute, and midway be
tween stations as high. a speed as sixty miles an hour 
wil'l probably be reached. The stop at each station 
will not be more than 20 seconds. 

Until the great new power house in Lots Road, Chel
sea, is ready to supply the current, the temporary 
power house at Alperton will be relied upon for the 
short Ealing-South Harrow section. The Underground 
E'lectric Railway Company have purchased the plant 
which was used for the experiments on the Earl's 
Court-Kensington High Street section, and have in
stal'led it at Alperton. 

The Lots Road generating station has been com
menced, and it is expected that the steel framework 
wi.ll be erected in June next. It will be the largest 
electric traction station in the world, and it will be 
first to employ steam turbines exclusively instead of 
reciDrocating engines for driving the dynamos; the 
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steam turbines to be installed wi'll be the largest ever 
bui"it. There will be ten turbines, each of 7,500 horse 
power, giving 75,000 horse power in all. The overload 
capacity of these machines will, however, allow them 
to work continuously at 11,000 horse power each, or in: 
all 110,000 horse power, the largest power of any onEl 
station in the world. They are to be supplied by the 
British Westinghouse Company, and will be of the 
Parsons type with Westinghouse modifications. The 
speed will be 1,000 revolutions per minute and mounted 
on the same shafts will be ten three-pilase generators 
of 5,500 kilowatts each. The current will be supplied 
at a vo'ltage of 11,000, the highest pressure yet em
ployed for traction purposes in this country. Sub
stations wil'l be erected, among other places, at the 
Mansion House and South Kensington, where the al
ternating current will be converted into continuous 
current and transmitted to the rail at 600 volts. 

. ' . .  

THE HEAVENS IN MAY. 

BY HENRY NORRIS RUfl.l-1ELL, PH.D. 

Though the winter constellations have ere now dis
appeared from our view, and the duller skies of spring 
taken their place, there is yet much of interest for the 
star-gazer, even apart from the presence of two of 
the brightest planets in the evening sky. 

We may well choose as one point of departure, for 
this month's survey of the heavens, the constellation 
of the Great Bear, more familiarly known as the .Great 
Dipper, which is nearly overhead at nine in the eve
ning. Prolonging the curve of the dipper-handle south
ward for rather more than its own length, we come 
upon Arcturus, the brightest star of Bootes, which in
cludes also most of the stars we have passed on our 
way. 13elow Bootes, and to the right, lies Virgo, 
marked by one bright star, Spica, and, for the present, 
by the brighter presence of Mars. 

Farther to the right, and a little higher up, is Leo. 
H requires but little imagination to see the head and 
mane of a couchant lion in the curve of the "sicl;!e," 
while Regulus marks his fore-paws, and the triangle 
of stars some distance to the left forms his hind
quarters. 

Cancer, which comes next along the ecliptic, is dis
tinguished only by the little nebulous group of the 
PraJsepe-a star cluster whose components can be 
seen with any field-glass. Gemini is still lower in the 
west, and is the last zodiacal constellation in sight. 
Rather lower than the twin stars, Castor and Pollux, 
and more to the southward, is Procyon, while Capella, 
with the rest of Auriga, is low in the northwest. 

The long irregular line of stars below Leo and Virgo 
forms the constellation Hydra Its head is marked by 
a little group below Cancer, while its tail extends far 
beyond Spica. The little group of brightest stars 
below and to the left of the latter is known as Corvus, 
the Raven, who appears to be perched on Hydra's back. 
From the extreme southern portions of the United 
States, south of latitude 27 deg., the Southern Cross is 
visible at this season, directly below Corvus, its bright
est star, at the foot of the Cross, almost touching the 
horizon. 

A line of three second-magnitude stars in the south
east, followed by a brighter red one, shows that Scorpio 
is reappearing. The large and formless group of Ophiu
chus and Serpens lies to the left and above. Farther 
on in this direction is Hercules, with the pretty cir
clet of the Northern Crown between it and Arcturus 
and with Lyra below in the northeast. 

The Little Bear is on the right of the pole-east 
of it by ordinary reckoning, but south in the astron
omical sense; for "south" in astronomical parlance 
always means away from the pole-star, or, more ac
curately, from the invisible po·le which lies near it. 
Between the Great and Little Bears, separating them 
completely, is the long line of Draco. 

By far the most interesting piece of astronomical 
news at the present writing is the discovery of a new 
star in Gemini, just announced by Prof. Turner, of Ox
ford. 

The new object is faint-oniy of the eighth magnI
tude-and it seems improbable that it will become 
visible to the naked eye. With the telescope-as seen 
by the writer at Cambridge, England, March 28-it is 
conspicuous by reason of its strong orange color, 
which is strikingly like that of Nova Persei just after 
its maximum-and its peculiar spectrum, which, like 
that of other novaJ, is full of bright lines, some of 
which are probably due to hydrogen. 

THE PLANETS. 

Mercury is evening star throughout May, and is vis
ible under remarkab'ly favorable circumstances. On 
the 10th he is at his greatest elongation, 211f:J degs. 
east of the sun, and as he is also very far north, he does 
not set un til the un usually late hour of 8: 30 P. M. He 
is in Taurus, north of Aldebaran, at about one-quarter 
the distance of Capella, and moves rapidly eastward. 
As he is about as bright as Capella, he should be easy 
to see, at least during the first half of the month. 
After the 20th he approaches the sun and rapid'ly be
comes invisible. 
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Venus is likewise evening star, and is exceedingly 
conspicuous in the west. She moves eastward through 
Taurus and Gemini during the month, and increases in 
brightness and remains in sight till nearly 10 o'clock 
each evening. The only difficulty about seeing her in 
broad daylight is that it is hard to find out just where 
to look for her. On the 29th she is in conjunction witli 
the moon, but she is so far from the latter-7% degs. 
north of her-that the conjunction will not be much 
help in finding the p'lanet. 

Mars is conspicuous in the evening sky. He is in 
Virgo, about two-fifths of the way fro-m Spica toward 
Regulus, and is still very bright, though he loses half 
his light during the month, as he recedes from us. His 
apparent motion among the stars is westward until 
the 10th, when he begins to retrace his path. 

Jupiter is in Aquarius, and Saturn in Capricorn us. 
The latter rises at midnight in the middle of the 
month, and the former about 2 A. M . 

Uranus is in Ophiuchus, and is approaching his op
position, which occurs next month. Neptune is in 
Gemini, and is getting too near the sun to be ob
served. 

THE MOON. 

First quarter occurs at 2 A. M. on the 4th, full 
moon at 8 A. M. on the 11th, last quarter at 10 A. M. 

on the 19th, and new moon at 5 P. M. on the 26th. The 
moon is nearest us on the 28th, and farthest away on 
the 16th. She is in conjunction with Neptune o'n the 
1st, Mars on the 7th, Uranus on the 14th, Saturn on the 
18th, Jupiter on the 21st, Mercury on the 27th, Nep
tune on the 28th, and Venus on the 29th. None of 
these conjunctions is at all close. 

London, England. 

.·e,. 

SCIENCE NOTES. 

In the course of a lecture at the Conference of Musi
cians in Dublin, Ireland, some interesting particulars 
and some astonishing statistics were given relatively 
to the amount of work accomplished by the brain and 
r,erves in piano playing. A pianist in view of ·the pres
ent state of piano-forte playing has to cultivate the eye 
to see about. 1,500 signs in one minute, the fingers to 
make about 2,000 movements, and the brain to receive 
and understand separately the 1,500 signs while it 
issues 2,000 orders. In playing Weber's "Moto per
petuo," a pianist has to read 4,541 notes in a little 
under four minutes. This is about 19 per second; 
but the eye can receive only about ten consecutive 
impressions per second, so that it is evident that in 
very rapid music a player does not see every note 
singly, but in groups, probably a bar or more at one 
vision. In Chopin's "Etude in E Minor" (in the 
secorrd set) the speed of reading is still greater, since 
it is necessary to read 3,950 signs in two minutes and 
a half, which is equivalent to about 26 notes per 
second. 

The manufacture of pure artificial camphor upon a 

commercial basis has been discovered by Mr. E. Callen
berg, of Germany, technically known as chlorhydrate 
of terebinth. This substance possesses many peculiar 
properties, which will render it of great value for 
many commercial purposes, the most important of 
which is that it is soluble in nitro-gIycerine; and as it 
reduces the maximum temperature of this dangerous 
substance during explosion, it is considered that it will 
do much to render considerably more safe the manu
facture of high explosives such as nitro-glycerine. �()t 
only does it reduce the temperature of explosion, but it 
lowers the freezing point of the substance to a very 
marked extent as well. Pure nitro-glycerine freezes at 
+ 8 deg. Centigrade, but when a 3 to 5 per cent solution 
of the chlorhydrate of terebinth is added, the freezing 
point drops from -10 deg; to �15 deg. Cent. Further
more, guncotton and many other soluble explosives can 
be easily dissolved at a cold temperature in a solution 
of chlorhydrate of terebinth and nitro-glycerine, the 
resulting substance being a highly improved quality of 
gelatine-dynamite. 

It has been reported to the Academy of Sciences by 
Henri Dufour that a comparison of the solar observa
tions rriade with the Crova actino-meter during the first 
three months of the present year with the results of 
preceding years, shows a distinct falling off in the 
sun's radiation in the lower layers of atmosphere. The 

suggestion' that the solar radiation is perceptibly ab
sorbed by the volcanic dust now diffused through much 
of the earth's atmosphere is to say the least plausible. 
But so far as international reports of the season indi
cate, the earth's loss of solar heat has not recently been 
traceable in the meteorological observations. March 
was, on the contrary, marked by abnormally high tem
peratures in portions of Europe and America, and few 
records for excessively intense cold have been reported 
this year. If the dust fro-m the volcanoes of tropical 
America has now been spread through the upper at
mosphere within the middle latitudes of America and 
Europe, it will be conducive in some slight degree to 
the formation of rain clouds in unusual quantities for 
several months. But the precipitation of summer will 
mainly depend on much more influential causes. 
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